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Abstract— The increase in the number of banks and their 

customers has resulted into a bigger database as well as 

additional requirement of security for the database. 

Moreover, use of online banking, loans and transactions 

involving large amount of money has increased a lot. The 

security issues has therefore increased. With increase in the 

number of frauds, it has become important for banks to have 

a safe and secure method to keep a tab on the user, their 

transactions as well as curb the amount of frauds in various 

transactions. The proposed system implements the three 

basic attributes of a human body which cannot be hacked 

into. The system BEST an acronym of Bank Encryption 

Security Technology uses the retina scan module, finger 

print module and voice enabled password. All the three have 

been used individually but BEST combines all the 

technology in one system and generates a user specific code. 

The code is an encrypted form of the three data that was 

collected. The code generation algorithm samples out the 

various values from the three attributes of the user and 

forms a code or a password which is unique to a person. The 

same password should then be said vocally so that a double 

verification can be performed. The above technology can be 

implemented using a database, but it becomes very difficult 

to handle and store databases of large number of customers. 

So the code will work real time. During the registration of a 

customer all the three values will be recorded and a code 

will be generated which will be attached to the customer’s 

account. When the customer wants to make large 

transactions either in the form of cheque or online payment, 

his finger print, retina image and vocal password will be 

recorded and the software will generate a code. Since the 

user being registered in the bank, the generated code will 

match the code that is attached to his account. In this way 

the user will be authenticated to use his account and make 

transactions.  

Key words: Biometric authentication, Bank Encryption 

Security, Multifactor authorization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Personal identification is to associate a particular individual 

with an identity. It plays a critical role in our society, in 

which questions related to identity of an individual such as 

―Is this the person who he or she claims to be?‖, ―Has this 

applicant been here before?‖, ―Should this individual be 

given access to our system?‖ ―Does this employee have 

authorization to perform this transaction?‖ etc are asked 

millions of times every day by hundreds of thousands of 

organizations in financial services, health, electronic 

commerce, telecommunication, government, etc. With the 

rapid evolution of information technology, people are 

becoming even more and more electronically connected. As 

a result, the ability to achieve highly accurate automatic 

personal identification is becoming more critical.  

A wide variety of systems require reliable personal 

authentication schemes to either confirm or determine the 

identity of individuals requesting their services. The purpose 

of such schemes is to ensure that the rendered services are 

accessed by a legitimate user, and not anyone else. 

Examples of these systems include secure access to 

buildings, computer systems, laptops, cellular phones and 

ATMs. In the absence of robust authentication schemes, 

these systems are vulnerable to the wiles of an impostor.  

Traditionally, passwords (knowledge-based security) and ID 

cards (token-based security) have been used to restrict 

access to systems. The major advantages of this traditional 

personal identification are that  

(i) They are very simple  

(ii) They can be easily integrated into different systems with 

a low cost.  

However these approaches are not based on any 

inherent attributes of an individual to make a personal 

identification thus having number of disadvantages like 

tokens may be lost, stolen, forgotten, or misplaced; PIN may 

be forgotten or guessed by impostors. Security can be easily 

breached in these systems when a password is divulged to 

an unauthorized user or a card is stolen by an impostor; 

further, simple passwords are easy to guess (by an impostor) 

and difficult passwords may be hard to recall (by a 

legitimate user).Therefore they are unable to satisfy the 

security requirements of our electronically interconnected 

information society. The emergence of biometrics has 

addressed the problems that plague traditional verification. 

II. BIOMETRICS 

In the world of computer security, biometrics refers to 

authentication techniques that rely on measurable 

physiological and individual characteristics that can be 

automatically verified. In other words, we all have unique 

personal attributes that can be used for distinctive 

identification purposes, including a fingerprint, the pattern 

of a retina, and voice characteristics. Strong or two-factor 

authentication—identifying oneself by two of the three 

methods of something you know (for example, a password), 

have (for example, a swipe card), or is (for example, a 

fingerprint)—is becoming more of a genuine standard in 

secure computing environments. Some personal computers 

today can include a fingerprint scanner where you place 

your index finger to provide authentication. The computer 

analyses your fingerprint to determine who you are and, 

based on your identity followed by a pass code or pass 

phrase, allows you different levels of access. Access levels 

can include the ability to open sensitive files, to use credit 

card information to make electronic purchases, and so on. 
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III. BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION 

A biometric authentication is essentially a pattern 

recognition that makes a personal identification by 

determining the authenticity of a specific physiological or 

behavioural characteristic possessed by the user.An 

important issue is designing a practical approach to 

determine how an individual is identified. An authentication 

can be divided into two modules:  

 Enrolment module  

 Identification or Verification module 

The enrolment module is responsible for enrolling 

individuals into the biometric system. During the enrolment 

phase, the biometric characteristic of an individual is first 

scanned by a biometric reader to produce a raw digital 

representation of the characteristic. In order to facilitate 

matching, the raw digital representation is usually further 

processed by feature extractor to generate a compact but 

expensive representation, called a template.  

Verification-also called authentication—is used to 

verify a person’s identity—that is, to authenticate that 

individuals are who they say they are. Identification is used 

to establish a person’s identity—that is, to determine who a 

person is. Although biometric technologies measure 

different characteristics in substantially different ways, all 

biometric systems start with an enrolment stage followed by 

a matching stage that can use either verification or 

identification. In enrolment, a biometric system is trained to 

identify a specific person. The people whose biometrics is in 

the database in these systems may not have provided them 

voluntarily.  

IV. LEADING BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 

A growing number of biometric technologies have been 

proposed over the past several years, but only in the past 5 

years have the leading ones become more widely deployed.  

Some technologies are better suited to specific applications 

than others, and some are more acceptable to users. We 

describe seven leading biometric technologies:  

 Facial Recognition  

 Fingerprint Recognition  

 Hand Geometry  

 Iris Recognition  

 Signature Recognition  

 Speaker Recognition  

V. WORKING OF BEST 

To improve upon the accuracy of the biometric 

 

system, BEST integrates three biometric system in 

authentication. The three system proposed are Iris 

Recognition, Fingerprint Recognition and Voice 

Recognition.  

A. Iris Recognition: 

Iris recognition is the best of breed authentication process 

available today. While many mistake it for retinal scanning, 

iris recognition simply involves taking a picture of the iris; 

this picture is used solely for authentication. But what 

makes iris recognition the authentication system of choice?   

Stable - the unique pattern in the human iris is formed by 10 

months of age, and remains unchanged throughout one's 

lifetime.  

Non-Invasive - unlike retinal screening, iris 

recognition is non-contact and quick, offering unmatched 

accuracy when compared to any other security alternative, 

from distances as far as 3" to 10"IrisAccess system 

incorporates other system-designed elements. 

  A low profile Identity Controller (ICU) offers easy 

greater integration convenience while ensuring that 

biometric templates are kept safe, protected and secure, off 

the imager.Like a snowflake, the iris - the externally visible 

coloured ring around the pupil - of every human eye is 

absolutely unique, exhibiting a distinctive pattern that forms 

randomly in utero in a process called chaotic 

morphogenesis. In fact, it's estimated the chance of two 

irises (irides) being identical is 1 in 1078. 

B. Fingerprint Recognition: 

Finger Print technology is the initial bio metric sciences and 

uses unique features of the fingerprint to identify or verify 

the identity of individuals. A Finger Print pattern or sample 

consists of lines and spaces. These lines are referred as 

ridges while the spaces between these ridges are called 

valleys. These ridges and valleys are matched for 

verification and authorization. These unique finger print 

traits are referred as ―minutiae‖ and comparisons are made 

on these traits. The typical live scan produces 40 ―minutiae‖. 

The federal Bureau of investigation has reported that no 

more than 8 common minutiae can be shared by two 

individuals. There are five stages in finger scan verification 

and identification they are finger print image acquisition, 

image processing, and location of distinctive characteristics, 

template creation and template matching. 
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C. Voice Recognition: 

Modern general-purpose speech recognition systems are 

based on Hidden Markov Models. These are statistical 

models that output a sequence of symbols or quantities. 

HMMs are used in speech recognition because a speech 

signal can be viewed as a piecewise stationary signal or a 

short-time stationary signal. In a short time-scale (e.g., 10 

milliseconds), speech can be approximated as a stationary 

process. Speech can be thought of as a Markov model for 

many stochastic purposes. Another reason why HMMs are 

popular is because they can be trained automatically and are 

simple and computationally feasible to use. In speech 

recognition, the hidden Markov model would output a 

sequence of n-dimensional real-valued vectors (with n being 

a small integer, such as 10), outputting one of these every 10 

milliseconds. The vectors would consist 

of cepstral coefficients, which are obtained by taking 

a Fourier transform of a short time window of speech and 

decorrelating the spectrum using a cosine transform, then 

taking the first (most significant) coefficients. The hidden 

Markov model will tend to have in each state a statistical 

distribution that is a mixture of diagonal covariance 

Gaussians, which will give likelihood for each observed 

vector. Each word, or (for more general speech recognition 

systems), each phoneme, will have a different output 

distribution; a hidden Markov model for a sequence of 

words or phonemes is made by concatenating the individual 

trained hidden Markov models for the separate words and 

phonemes. Examples are maximum mutual-

information (MMI),minimum classification error (MCE) 

and minimum phone error (MPE). Decoding of the speech 

(the term for what happens when the system is presented 

with a new utterance and must compute the most likely 

source sentence) would probably use the Viterbi 

algorithm to find the best path, and here there is a choice 

between dynamically creating a combination hidden Markov 

model, which includes both the acoustic and language model 

information, and combining it statically beforehand 

(the finite state transducer, or FST, approach). 

 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM BEST 

Our proposed System makes use of the Finger Print 

Scanning Technology, Retina Scanning Technology and 

Voice Recognition Technology to authenticate the user. Our 

proposed System require user to generate the finger print 

sample, iris sample and voice samples at the time of creating 

account in bank. Then these data’s are stored in 

authentication database. The user now uses any bank 

applications without any fuss. Then the system will 

authenticate with samples stored in authentication database. 

If all the three authentications fall below 90%, then 

authentication is failed and if the 3 consecutive 

authentications are failed then the system will block the user 

account and request the user to re generate all the details at 

thehomebank. 

 

VII. FEATURES 

 

VIII. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The proposed system which is developed for normal 

banking can be extended to be used in various fields. As 

now-a-days smartphones too have sensors which can capture 

these three attributes, an application on various operating 

system platform can be made available for mobile banking. 

Also by implementing the same in ATM transaction can be 

made and that to without any card. So the point of losing 

and misusing a card is taken care of. Moreover it will have 

reduction in man power and banking system can be made 

self-reliable. Special exceptions can be made for disabled 

people. To negotiate the misuse of dummy fingerprint the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cepstrum
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use of fingerprint scanning with vein detection can be used. 

So a dummy fingerprint won’t work since it is not 

associated to a human body. To improve upon the security 

of voice recognition, the system can generate runtime 

password which the speaker has to say during transaction. 

This will eliminate the false voice recognition of an 

imposter. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

While most of electronic banking have built-in security 

features such as encryption, prescription of maximum 

monetary limits and authorizations, the system operators 

have to be extremely vigilant and provide clear-cut 

guidelines for operations. On the larger issue of 

electronically initiated funds transfer, issues like 

authentication of payments instructions, the responsibility of 

the customer for secrecy of the security procedure would 

also need to be addressed. So for the better security 

multifactor authentication is best so that password with any 

one biometric system make the virtual banking with higher 

security in forth coming years. 
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